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On the Edge Apr 29 2022 On the Edge is an engaging leadership manual that provides concrete insights garnered from various extreme
environments ranging from Mt Everest to the South Pole. By reflecting on the lessons learned from her various expeditions, author Alison Levine
makes the case that the leadership principles that apply in extreme adventure sport also apply in today's extreme business environments. Both
settings require you to be able to make crucial decisions on the spot when the conditions around you are far from perfect. Your survival -and the
survival of your team-depend on it. On the Edge provides a framework to help people scale whatever big peaks they aspire to climb-be they literal
or figurative-by offering practical, humorous, and often unorthodox advice about how to grow as a leader.
Ana on the Edge Aug 22 2021 Perfect for fans of George and Ivy Aberdeen's Letter to the World: a heartfelt coming of age story about a nonbinary
character navigating a binary world. Twelve-year-old Ana-Marie Jin, the reigning US Juvenile figure skating champion, is not a frilly dress kind of
kid. So, when Ana learns that next season's program will be princess themed, doubt forms fast. Still, Ana tries to focus on training and putting
together a stellar routine worthy of national success. Once Ana meets Hayden, a transgender boy new to the rink, thoughts about the princess
program and gender identity begin to take center stage. And when Hayden mistakes Ana for a boy, Ana doesn't correct him and finds comfort in
this boyish identity when he's around. As their friendship develops, Ana realizes that it's tricky juggling two different identities on one slippery
sheet of ice. And with a major competition approaching, Ana must decide whether telling everyone the truth is worth risking years of hard work
and sacrifice.
Sixth Grave on the Edge Mar 17 2021 Wanting to learn more about Reyes Farrow's past after accepting his proposal, grim reaper Charley
Davidson investigates his childhood abduction at the same time she is threatened by a crime syndicate to hunt down a witness who is testifying
against a mob moss. By the RITA Award-winning author of First Grave on the Right. 75,000 first printing.
Living on the Edge Feb 13 2021 History carves its imprint on human lives for generations after. When we think of the radical changes that
transformed America during the twentieth century, our minds most often snap to the fifties and sixties: the Civil Rights Movement, changing
gender roles, and new economic opportunities all point to a decisive turning point. But these were not the only changes that shaped our world, and
in Living on the Edge, we learn that rapid social change and uncertainty also defined the lives of Americans born at the turn of the twentieth
century. The changes they cultivated and witnessed affect our world as we understand it today. Drawing from the iconic longitudinal Berkeley
Guidance Study, Living on the Edge reveals the hopes, struggles, and daily lives of the 1900 generation. Most surprising is how relevant and
relatable the lives and experiences of this generation are today, despite the gap of a century. From the reorganization of marriage and family roles
and relationships to strategies for adapting to a dramatically changing economy, the challenges faced by this earlier generation echo our own time.
Living on the Edge offers an intimate glimpse into not just the history of our country, but the feelings, dreams, and fears of a generation
remarkably kindred to the present day.
The Edge Jul 21 2021 WHEN LIFE ON THE BRINK IS ALL YOU KNOW… Substance-fuelled partying, endless women and a slew of smash
records are music hotshot Adam Fairhead’s lifeblood. But when an avoidable accident occurs under his drug-addled watch, he is forced to reevaluate the life he has created. Increasingly disillusioned with what once seemed so pulsatingly cool, Adam begins to question everything.
City on the Edge Nov 24 2021 Explores why people stay in vulnerable cities by looking at Syracuse, New York, through the contemporary
experiences of five citizens. Why do people stay in a struggling city? City on the Edge explores this question through the lives of five people in
Syracuse, New York, a quintessential rust-belt metropolis. Once a booming industrial center with a dynamic civic life and prominence on the world
stage, Syracuse has endured decades of crime, drugs, economic depression, absent-minded political leadership, and population decline. Michael
Streissguth spent more than three years interviewing a young survivor of the streets, a refugee from Cuba, an urban farmer, a community activist,
and a city elder, who shared their stories as they found ways to make life work against sometimes formidable odds. He also contextualizes their
extended commentary and storytelling with secondary characters and various episodes, such as a tragic Father’s Day riot and the trial that
followed. The result is an eye-opening look at life in America in the twenty-first century, where people strive to turn their ideas, frustrations, and
disadvantages into new hope for themselves and the city where they live. A journalist, filmmaker, and longtime resident of Syracuse, Michael
Streissguth is a professor at Le Moyne College. His work has been published in the Washington Post Magazine, Salon, Rolling Stone, the Irish
Times, and many other publications. He has written eight books, including Johnny Cash: The Biography.
On the Edge of Gone May 31 2022 A thrilling, thought-provoking novel from one of young-adult literature's boldest new talents. January 29, 2035.
That's the day the comet is scheduled to hit--the big one. Denise and her mother and sister, Iris, have been assigned to a temporary shelter outside
their hometown of Amsterdam to wait out the blast, but Iris is nowhere to be found, and at the rate Denise's drug-addicted mother is going, they'll
never reach the shelter in time. A last-minute meeting leads them to something better than a temporary shelter--a generation ship, scheduled to
leave Earth behind to colonize new worlds after the comet hits. But everyone on the ship has been chosen because of their usefulness. Denise is
autistic and fears that she'll never be allowed to stay. Can she obtain a spot before the ship takes flight? What about her mother and sister? When

the future of the human race is at stake, whose lives matter most?
Postcards From the Edge Dec 14 2020 ** THE NEW YORK TIMES-BESTSELLING CULT CLASSIC NOVEL ** ** In a new edition introduced
by Stephen Fry ** ‘I don’t think you can even call this a drug. This is just a response to the conditions we live in.’ Suzanne Vale, formerly
acclaimed actress, is in rehab, feeling like ‘something on the bottom of someone’s shoe, and not even someone interesting’. Immersed in the
sometimes harrowing, often hilarious goings-on of the drug hospital and wondering how she’ll cope – and find work – back on the outside, she
meets new patient Alex. Ambitious, good-looking in a Heathcliffish way and in the grip of a monumental addiction, he makes Suzanne realize that,
however eccentric her life might seem, there’s always someone who’s even closer to the edge of reason. Carrie Fisher’s bestselling debut novel is an
uproarious commentary on Hollywood – the home of success, sex and insecurity – and has become a beloved cult classic. ‘This novel, with its
energy, bounce and generous delivery of a loud laugh on almost every page, stands as a declaration of war on two fronts: on normal and on
unhappy’ STEPHEN FRY ‘A single woman’s answer to Nora Ephron’s Heartburn . . . the smart successor to Joan Didion’s Play It as It Lays’
Los Angeles Times ‘A cult classic . . . A wonderfully funny, brash and biting novel’ Washington Post 'A wickedly shrewd black-humor riff on the
horrors of rehab and the hollows of Hollywood life' People 'Searingly funny' Vogue
On the Edge May 19 2021 FROM THE MAN BOOKER–SHORTLISTED AUTHOR OF THE PATRICK MELROSE NOVELS Called "the most
brilliant novelist of his generation" (Alan Hollinghurst), Edward St. Aubyn captivated and astonished readers and critics alike with his
mesmerizing quintet, the Patrick Melrose novels. Its publication introduced one of the most complex and fascinating protagonists in modern fiction.
Now being published for the first time in America, On the Edge is an uproarious and sharply rendered satire of the New Age, which shows St.
Aubyn at his finest. Peter Thorpe is disillusioned with his conventional life as a merchant banker until he meets Sabine, the most enchanting and
enigmatic woman he's ever encountered. His desire for her reaches such a pitch that he overturns his whole life, leaving everything behind to follow
her into the stronghold of the New Age movement among the stunning peaks and valleys of Big Sur, California. There he meets an eccentric cast of
spiritual seekers, joining them in pursuit of that elusive something (happiness?), which he never before dared to imagine possible.
City on the Edge Jan 27 2022 An American teen living abroad discovers the truth about himself and his family in this thrilling novel from "one of
the best dialogue hounds in the business" (New York Times Book Review). 1972, Beirut, Lebanon. Young American Matthew lives with his father, a
rising foreign service attache, and mother, in an exclusive community of ex-patriots. It is the summer Matthew becomes a teenager, falls in love,
nearly dies, and watches his family, and the city, fall apart. It is in this world of Western schemers and local merchants, of hoodlums and politicians,
that Matthew begins to solve the mystery of who his father really is, and what role he is really playing in the upheaval that is shaking the city loose
of its old, civilized and way and ushering in a new and frightening radicalism. This is the story of a boy and a family, besieged. Intimate in scope
and wrenching in its vision of lost innocence, City on the Edge is a mystery and spy story from the past, and a coming of age story for our time.
Girl at the Edge Apr 17 2021 "Karen Dietrich can stop your heart with a sentence." --Paula McLain, author of The Paris Wife Not a single resident
of St. Augustine, Florida, can forget the day that Michael Joshua Hayes walked into a shopping mall and walked out the mass murderer of eleven
people. He's now spent over a decade on death row, and his daughter Evelyn - who doesn't remember a time when her father wasn't an infamous
killer - is determined to unravel the mystery and understand what drove her father to shoot those innocent victims. Evelyn's search brings her to a
support group for children of incarcerated parents, where a fierce friendship develops with another young woman named Clarisse. Soon the girls
are inseparable, and by the beginning of the summer, Evelyn is poised at the edge of her future and must make a life-defining choice. Whether to
believe that a parent's legacy of violence is escapable or that history will simply keep repeating itself. Whether we choose it to or not.
On The Edge May 07 2020 Argues that the presence of American mainstream values--conspicuous consumerism, mass-media violence, and racial
caricatures--contribute to the problems faced by children in Philadelphia's inner city
Dancing on the Edge Oct 24 2021 The National Book Award-winning novel of a young girl’s coming of age, from the author of Send Me Down a
Miracle. Twelve-year-old Miracle McCloy never liked the story of her remarkable birth, but her grandmother Gigi has always loved telling it. An
expert in occult magic, Gigi insists that when Miracle was saved from her dead mother’s womb, it was an omen of greatness to come. But how can
Miracle become a prodigy like her father when sometimes she feels like she doesn’t even exist? When her father suddenly vanishes without a trace,
Miracle’s life starts feeling less miraculous by the day. The only time she feels whole is when she’s dancing—an activity her grandmother strictly
forbids. But shortly after her thirteenth birthday, a life-threatening incident puts her whole world in a harsh new light. And though she does not
emerge unscathed, Miracle might finally see the truth about her past, her family, and herself. “Extraordinary . . . Nolan does a masterful job of
drawing readers into the girl’s mind and of making them care deeply about her chances for the future.” —School Library Journal (starred review)
“Elaborately drawn characters that will surprise readers at every turn . . . Compelling.” —Booklist (starred review)
On the Edge Oct 04 2022 A cocky Scot, an innocent pole dancer and a penthouse apartment with a view. What could go wrong? To escape her
difficult past Sasha jumps into an opportunity of managing the sale of the stylish, up market apartment. All of this sounds like a dream, but no one
has ever mentioned the arrogant, mouthy Scottish god that lives next door. The problem is that Dexter isn't just good looking, he is also a fistclenching, heart-pounding, fervent hot man, who makes her heart flutter uncontrollably. She hates his cock-sure attitude. With the talent, of
melting women's panties off at a glance, he thinks he can have Sasha too. Well, he couldn't be more wrong. Sasha would rather eat dirt than sleep
with him. He vows not to fall for her, but their scorching attraction proves impossible to ignore...
Image on the Edge Jul 09 2020 What do they all mean – the lascivious ape, autophagic dragons, pot-bellied heads, harp-playing asses, arse-kissing
priests and somersaulting jongleurs to be found protruding from the edges of medieval buildings and in the margins of illuminated manuscripts?
Michael Camille explores that riotous realm of marginal art, so often explained away as mere decoration or zany doodles, where resistance to social
constraints flourished. Medieval image-makers focused attention on the underside of society, the excluded and the ejected. Peasants, servants,
prostitutes and beggars all found their place, along with knights and clerics, engaged in impudent antics in the margins of prayer-books or, as
gargoyles, on the outsides of churches. Camille brings us to an understanding of how marginality functioned in medieval culture and shows us just
how scandalous, subversive, and amazing the art of the time could be.
On the Edge Sep 03 2022 On the Edge is a monumental fresco of a brutal contemporary Spain in free fall On the Edge opens with the discovery of
a rotting corpse in the marshes on the outskirts of Olba, Spain—a town wracked by despair after the burst of the economic bubble, and a microcosm
of a world of defeat, debt, and corruption. Stuck in this town is Esteban—his small factory bankrupt, his investments stolen by a “friend,” and his
unloved father, a mute invalid, entirely his personal burden. Much of the novel unfolds in Esteban’s raw and tormented monologues. But other
voices resound from the wreckage—soloists stepping forth from the choir—and their words, sharp as knives, crowd their terse, hypnotic monologues
of ruin, prostitution, and loss. Chirbes alternates this choir of voices with a majestic third-person narration, injecting a profound and moving
lyricism and offering the hope that a new vitality can emerge from the putrid swamps. On the Edge, even as it excoriates, pulsates with robust life,
and its rhythmic, torrential style marks the novel as an indelible masterpiece.
Cat on the Edge Sep 22 2021 It's been quite a week for Joe Grey. First the large, powerfulfeline discovers that, through some strange, inexplicable
phenomenon, he now has the ability to understand human language. Then he discovers he can speak it as well! It's a nightmare for a cat who'd
prefer to sleep the day away carefree, but Joe can handle it. That is, until he has the misfortune to witness a murder in the alley behind Jolly's Deli

-- and worse, to be seen witnessing it. With all of his nine lives suddenly at risk, Joe's got no choice but to get to the bottom of the heinous crime -because his mouse-hunting days are over for good unless he can help bring a killer to justice.
The Edge Jun 27 2019 “If you’re not living on the edge, you’re taking up too much space.” —Jim Whittaker, first American to climb Mt. Everest A
leader’s job—in a radically changing world—is standing on the cliff edge, getting a grip on unfamiliar landscapes, and acquiring the skills for leading
the enterprise into new territory. In a world facing the unprecedented challenges of global pandemic and economic distruption, every leader needs
to find the edge for leaping across the breach and breaking new ground on the other side. Michael Useem provides rare insight into how ten leaders
confronted hard realities. He looked close-in at the lide and work of people such as Bill McNabb of Vanguard, Jeffrey Lurie of the Philadelphia
Eagles, Alex Gorsky of Johnson & Johnson, and Tricia Griffith of Progressive Insurance. His “you are there” profiles chronicle fateful decisions
such as: Meeting the concerns of a next-generation workforce that considers inclusiveness an integral part of business Developing a strategy for
growth in a market that is cratering Escaping the confines of an insane, always-on, 24/7 world to learn about the real, granular changes happening
in the marketplace Useem’s profiles of leaders on the edge provide the inspiration and the guidance we all need for adapting and thriving in an era
of massive disruption and continuous transformation.
Society on the Edge Sep 10 2020 The social sciences underwent rapid development in postwar America. Problems once framed in social terms
gradually became redefined as individual with regards to scope and remedy, with economics and psychology winning influence over the other social
sciences. By the 1970s, both economics and psychology had spread their intellectual remits wide: psychology's concepts suffused everyday language,
while economists entered a myriad of policy debates. Psychology and economics contributed to, and benefited from, a conception of society that was
increasingly skeptical of social explanations and interventions. Sociology, in particular, lost intellectual and policy ground to its peers, even
regarding 'social problems' that the discipline long considered its settled domain. The book's ten chapters explore this shift, each refracted through
a single 'problem': the family, crime, urban concerns, education, discrimination, poverty, addiction, war, and mental health, examining the effects
an increasingly individualized lens has had on the way we see these problems.
Art on the Edge Feb 25 2022 Discusses the aesthetic orientations and creative directions of prominent contemporary artists as well as the nature
and implications of the various modern movements
Discipleship on the Edge Mar 29 2022 Revelation is probably the most read, but least understood book of the Bible. History is replete with
examples of how not to interpret it, and books featuring end-of-world prophecy claims based on Revelation consistently top the bestseller lists. But
how can the message of such an enigmatic book be applied to our lives today? In Discipleship on the Edge, Darrell W. Johnson drives home the
challenging and practical message of Revelation in thirty carefully crafted sermons. Paying careful attention to the original context of Revelation
and the circumstances surrounding its composition, Johnson shows that the book is not a "crystal ball" but rather a "discipleship manual."
Thoroughly researched and yet accessible, this collection of sermons is a helpful resource for pastors and small group leaders who are looking for
models to help them preach and teach the message of Revelation in a time when there is much confusion about the end times. Darrell W. Johnson
serves as Scholar-in-Residence at The Way Church and Canadian Church Leaders Network in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. A popular
conference and retreat speaker, he has also served as the preaching pastor for a number of congregations in North America and the Philippines, as
well as serving as Adjunct Professor of Preaching for the Doctor of Ministry program at Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, California, and
a Teaching Fellow at Regent College. His other books include Experiencing the Trinity and Fifty-Seven Words That Change The World.
On the Edge Jun 07 2020 A FAST-PACED, TWISTY THRILLER WITH ECHOES OF DAPHNE DU MAURIER Jen Shaw has climbed all her
life: daring ascents of sheer rock faces, crumbling buildings, cranes - the riskier the better. Both her work and personal life revolved around
climbing, and the adrenaline high it gave her. Until she went too far and hurt the people she cares about. So she's given it all up now. Honestly, she
has. And she's checked herself into a rehab centre to prove it. Yet, when Jen awakens to find herself drugged and dangling off the local lighthouse
during a wild storm less than twenty-four hours after a 'family emergency' takes her home to Cornwall, she needs all her skill to battle her way to
safety. Has Jen fallen back into her old risky ways, or is there a more sinister explanation hidden in her hometown? Only when she has navigated
her fragmented memories and faced her troubled past will she be able to piece together what happened - and trust herself to fix it. PRAISE FOR
ON THE EDGE ’Gritty, gripping, knotty, intense – this is going to be HUGE' – Fiona Erskine, author of The Chemical Detective and The
Chemical Reaction ’Evocative, compelling and pulse-pounding, with cliff-edge suspense, riveting action and a plot as tricksy as a dare-devil freeclimb' – Philippa East, author of CWA Dagger-shortlisted Little White Lies ‘Thoroughly original - hooks you in from the start and keeps you
guessing’ – Frances Quinn, bestselling author of The Smallest Man 'In Jane Jesmond, the thriller world has gained a compelling and seriously
talented voice. On the Edge is a truly surprising, original, and twisted story that will not only take your breath away but which also does exactly
what it announces loud and proud: keep you on the edge of your seat. I couldn’t — and didn’t want to — put it down' – Hannah Mary McKinnon,
internationally bestselling author of Sister Dear and You Will Remember Me 'It literally had me on the edge from the word go. Tense, taut and
thrilling' – Lisa Hall, bestselling author of Between You and Me and The Party ‘A proper nerve-shredder of a tale. Literary Cornwall has rarely
been so magnificently menacing. Hold on tight. You won't be able to let go until the very last page!’ – Helen Fields, internationally bestselling
author of the DI Callanach series ‘Complex characters and a setting so vivid I could almost smell the sea air – an astonishing debut’ – Marion
Todd, author of the DI Clare Mackay series ‘A beautifully atmospheric story that grips you from the start! Jesmond cleverly weaves a tale of
intrigue and suspense – a talented new crime fiction writer. One to watch!’ – Louise Mumford, bestselling author of Sleepless ‘On The Edge is an
exceptional debut. Skilfully written, tightly plotted and compulsive reading. Highly recommended' – Maddie Please, author of The Summer of
Second Chances and The Year of New Adventures Perfect for fans of Jane Harper and Sharon Bolton
Woman on the Edge Mar 05 2020 #1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER A moment on the subway platform changes two women’s lives forever—a debut
thriller that will take your breath away. A total stranger on the subway platform whispers, “Take my baby.” She places her child in your arms. She
says your name. Then she jumps… In a split second, Morgan Kincaid’s life changes forever. She’s on her way home from work when a mother begs
her to take her baby, then places the infant in her arms. Before Morgan can stop her, the distraught mother jumps in front of an oncoming train.
Morgan has never seen this woman before, and she can’t understand what would cause a person to give away her child and take her own life. She
also can’t understand how this woman knew her name. The police take Morgan in for questioning. She soon learns that the woman who jumped
was Nicole Markham, prominent CEO of the athletic brand Breathe. She also learns that no witness can corroborate her version of events, which
means she’s just become a murder suspect. To prove her innocence, Morgan frantically retraces the last days of Nicole’s life. Was Nicole a new
mother struggling with paranoia or was she in danger? When strange things start happening to Morgan, she suddenly realizes she might be in
danger, too. Woman on the Edge is a pulse-pounding, propulsive thriller about the lengths to which a woman will go to protect her baby—even if
that means sacrificing her own life.
Surviving on the Edge Aug 29 2019 Written by psychologists and others using a psychosocial lens, Surviving on the Edge looks at family, gender,
disability and ethnicity in order to better understand prejudice and social violence. The book includes a range of essays—theoretical, narrative
accounts and case studies—which question established assumptions as to how violence relates to categories of gender, family, disability and trauma.
It also considers the impact of social violence and possible interventions to address trauma at both the individual and collective levels. The impact of

prejudice and violence is on one hand painful and tragic. But on the other, there is abundant evidence of resistance and resilience. Several
illuminating examples of work on the ground demonstrate the range of interventions possible. This book is a valuable addition to the fledgling
corpus of work that uses a psychosocial perspective to examine social problems, the impact of these on mental health and the interventions possible.
Woman on the Edge of Time Jan 03 2020 Hailed as a classic of speculative fiction, Marge Piercy’s landmark novel is a transformative vision of two
futures—and what it takes to will one or the other into reality. Harrowing and prescient, Woman on the Edge of Time speaks to a new generation on
whom these choices weigh more heavily than ever before. Connie Ramos is a Mexican American woman living on the streets of New York. Once
ambitious and proud, she has lost her child, her husband, her dignity—and now they want to take her sanity. After being unjustly committed to a
mental institution, Connie is contacted by an envoy from the year 2137, who shows her a time of sexual and racial equality, environmental purity,
and unprecedented self-actualization. But Connie also bears witness to another potential outcome: a society of grotesque exploitation in which the
barrier between person and commodity has finally been eroded. One will become our world. And Connie herself may strike the decisive blow.
Praise for Woman on the Edge of Time “This is one of those rare novels that leave us different people at the end than we were at the beginning.
Whether you are reading Marge Piercy’s great work again or for the first time, it will remind you that we are creating the future with every choice
we make.”—Gloria Steinem “An ambitious, unusual novel about the possibilities for moral courage in contemporary society.”—The Philadelphia
Inquirer “A stunning, even astonishing novel . . . marvelous and compelling.”—Publishers Weekly “Connie Ramos’s world is cuttingly
real.”—Newsweek “Absorbing and exciting.”—The New York Times Book Review
Daring to Live on the Edge Oct 12 2020 "Loren Cunningham's dream began with a vision--waves of young people moving out across the continents
announcing the Good News of Jesus Christ. Decades later, Loren's vision has grown into an interdenominational movement of Christians from
around the world who are dedicated to presenting the gospel to this generation. Loren speaks and teaches internationally, and his missionary
travels have taken him to every nation on earth. Loren Cunningham illustrates that trusting God in every area, including finances, is not just for
those Christians called into "full-time" ministry. Every Christian, regardless of vocation, can enter into the adventure of living by faith by firmly
committing to obey God's will. A Christian who has experienced God's provision will be spoiled for the ordinary.
The Edge of Never Jun 19 2021 Discover the beloved New York Times bestseller about two lost souls who embark on an epic road trip and find love
along the way. A New York Times, USA Today, and Wall Street Journal bestselling blockbuster! Twenty-year-old Camryn Bennett thought she
knew exactly where her life was going. But after a wild night at the hottest club in downtown Raleigh, North Carolina, she shocks everyoneincluding herself-when she decides to leave the only life she's ever known and set out on her own. Grabbing her purse and her cell phone, Camryn
boards a Greyhound bus ready to find herself. Instead, she finds Andrew Parrish. Sexy and exciting, Andrew lives life like there is no tomorrow. He
persuades Camryn to do things she never thought she would and shows her how to give in to her deepest, most forbidden desires. Soon he becomes
the center of her daring new life, pulling love and lust and emotion out of her in ways she never imagined possible. But there is more to Andrew
than Camryn realizes. Will his secret push them inseparably together -- or destroy them forever?
On the Edge Sep 30 2019 FOREWORD BY LEGENDARY DUKE BASKETBALL COACH MIKE KRZYZEWSKI On the Edge is an engaging
leadership manual that provides concrete insights garnered from various extreme environments ranging from Mt Everest to the South Pole. By
reflecting on the lessons learned from her various expeditions, author Alison Levine makes the case that the leadership principles that apply in
extreme adventure sport also apply in today's extreme business environments. Both settings require you to be able to make crucial decisions on the
spot when the conditions around you are far from perfect. Your survival -and the survival of your team-depend on it. Featuring a Foreword from
legendary Duke University basketball coach Mike Krzyzewski who knows all about leadership, On the Edge provides a framework to help people
scale whatever big peaks they aspire to climb-be they literal or figurative-by offering practical, humorous, and often unorthodox advice about how
to grow as a leader.
Playing to the Edge Apr 05 2020 From the bestselling author of The Assault on Intelligence, an unprecedented high-level master narrative of
America's intelligence wars, demonstrating in a time of new threats that espionage and the search for facts are essential to our democracy For
General Michael Hayden, playing to the edge means playing so close to the line that you get chalk dust on your cleats. Otherwise, by playing back,
you may protect yourself, but you will be less successful in protecting America. "Play to the edge" was Hayden's guiding principle when he ran the
National Security Agency, and it remained so when he ran CIA. In his view, many shortsighted and uninformed people are quick to criticize, and
this book will give them much to chew on but little easy comfort; it is an unapologetic insider's look told from the perspective of the people who
faced awesome responsibilities head on, in the moment. How did American intelligence respond to terrorism, a major war and the most sweeping
technological revolution in the last 500 years? What was NSA before 9/11 and how did it change in its aftermath? Why did NSA begin the
controversial terrorist surveillance program that included the acquisition of domestic phone records? What else was set in motion during this
period that formed the backdrop for the infamous Snowden revelations in 2013? As Director of CIA in the last three years of the Bush
administration, Hayden had to deal with the rendition, detention and interrogation program as bequeathed to him by his predecessors. He also had
to ramp up the agency to support its role in the targeted killing program that began to dramatically increase in July 2008. This was a time of great
crisis at CIA, and some agency veterans have credited Hayden with actually saving the agency. He himself won't go that far, but he freely
acknowledges that CIA helped turn the American security establishment into the most effective killing machine in the history of armed conflict. For
10 years, then, General Michael Hayden was a participant in some of the most telling events in the annals of American national security. General
Hayden's goals are in writing this book are simple and unwavering: No apologies. No excuses. Just what happened. And why. As he writes, "There
is a story here that deserves to be told, without varnish and without spin. My view is my view, and others will certainly have different perspectives,
but this view deserves to be told to create as complete a history as possible of these turbulent times. I bear no grudges, or at least not many, but I do
want this to be a straightforward and readable history for that slice of the American population who depend on and appreciate intelligence, but who
do not have the time to master its many obscure characteristics."
Managing on the Edge Nov 12 2020 Asserts that success can slowly dull a company's competitive edge, explains how to maintain creative tension,
and looks at successful companies
World on the Edge Jul 01 2022 In this urgent time, World on the Edge calls out the pivotal environmental issues and how to solve them now. We
are in a race between political and natural tipping points. Can we close coal-fired power plants fast enough to save the Greenland ice sheet and
avoid catastrophic sea level rise? Can we raise water productivity fast enough to halt the depletion of aquifers and avoid water-driven food
shortages? Can we cope with peak water and peak oil at the same time? These are some of the issues Lester R. Brown skilfully distils in World on
the Edge. Bringing decades of research and analysis into play, he provides the responses needed to reclaim our future.
On the Edge Nov 05 2022 Step into a whole new world in the first Novel of the Edge from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Kate
Daniels series. The Edge lies between worlds, on the border between the Broken, where people shop at Wal-Mart and magic is a fairy tale—and the
Weird, where blueblood aristocrats rule, changelings roam, and the strength of your magic can change your destiny... Rose Drayton thought if she
practiced her magic, she could build a better life for herself. But things didn’t turn out the way she’d planned, and now she works an off-the-books
job in the Broken just to survive. Then Declan Camarine, a blueblood noble straight out of the deepest part of the Weird, comes into her life,

determined to have Rose (and her power). But when a flood of creatures hungry for magic invade the Edge, Declan and Rose must overcome their
differences and work together to destroy them—or the beasts will devour the Edge and everyone in it...
An Empire on the Edge Aug 10 2020 Written from a strikingly fresh perspective, this new account of the Boston Tea Party and the origins of the
American Revolution shows how a lethal blend of politics, personalities, and economics led to a war that few people welcomed but nobody could
prevent. In this powerful but fair-minded narrative, British author Nick Bunker tells the story of the last three years of mutual embitterment that
preceded the outbreak of America’s war for independence in 1775. It was a tragedy of errors, in which both sides shared responsibility for a
conflict that cost the lives of at least twenty thousand Britons and a still larger number of Americans. The British and the colonists failed to see how
swiftly they were drifting toward violence until the process had gone beyond the point of no return. At the heart of the book lies the Boston Tea
Party, an event that arose from fundamental flaws in the way the British managed their affairs. By the early 1770s, Great Britain had become a
nation addicted to financial speculation, led by a political elite beset by internal rivalry and increasingly baffled by a changing world. When the
East India Company came close to collapse, it patched together a rescue plan whose disastrous side effect was the destruction of the tea. With
lawyers in London calling the Tea Party treason, and with hawks in Parliament crying out for revenge, the British opted for punitive reprisals
without foreseeing the resistance they would arouse. For their part, Americans underestimated Britain’s determination not to give way. By the late
summer of 1774, when the rebels in New England began to arm themselves, the descent into war had become irreversible. Drawing on careful study
of primary sources from Britain and the United States, An Empire on the Edge sheds new light on the Tea Party’s origins and on the roles of such
familiar characters as Benjamin Franklin, John Hancock, and Thomas Hutchinson. The book shows how the king’s chief minister, Lord North,
found himself driven down the road to bloodshed. At his side was Lord Dartmouth, the colonial secretary, an evangelical Christian renowned for
his benevolence. In a story filled with painful ironies, perhaps the saddest was this: that Dartmouth, a man who loved peace, had to write the
dispatch that sent the British army out to fight.
Dancing on the Edge Jan 15 2021 Miracle McCloy is the child of a talented dancer, who died in childbirth, and a brilliant, reclusive novelist. Raised
by her grandmother Gigi, a psychic, Miracle becomes a dancer herself, and a loner who believes in mystical spirits and auras. Then her father
disappears. When no one can give an explanation, or even a version of the truth, Miracle becomes obsessed with contacting him and bringing him
back. As she loses herself in her quest, she loses her self? and, in a last, desperate attempt, sends her life up in flames. In the page-turning tradition
of best-selling novels I Never Promised You a Rose Garden and The Bell Jar, Dancing on the Edge gives readers a story? and a heroine? they will
never forget. "Nolan dives into the mind of an emotionally disturbed girl in an intense, exceptionally well-written novel?The shadows of truth,
suffering, self-expression, and repression are examined without psychobabble in this sad, funny, and tender story."? Kirkus Reviews, pointer
review"Nolan does a masterful job of drawing readers into the girl's mind and making them care deeply about her chances for the future." ? School
Library Journal, starred review
Life on the Edge Aug 02 2022 New York Times bestseller • Life on the Edge alters our understanding of our world's fundamental dynamics
through the use of quantum mechanics. Life is the most extraordinary phenomenon in the known universe; but how did it come to be? Even in an
age of cloning and artificial biology, the remarkable truth remains: nobody has ever made anything living entirely out of dead material. Life
remains the only way to make life. Are we still missing a vital ingredient in its creation? Using first-hand experience at the cutting edge of science,
Jim Al-Khalili and Johnjoe Macfadden reveal that missing ingredient to be quantum mechanics. Drawing on recent ground-breaking experiments
around the world, each chapter in Life on the Edge illustrates one of life's puzzles: How do migrating birds know where to go? How do we really
smell the scent of a rose? How do our genes copy themselves with such precision? Life on the Edge accessibly reveals how quantum mechanics can
answer these probing questions of the universe. Guiding the reader through the rapidly unfolding discoveries of the last few years, Al-Khalili and
McFadden describe the explosive new field of quantum biology and its potentially revolutionary applications, while offering insights into the biggest
puzzle of all: what is life? As they brilliantly demonstrate in these groundbreaking pages, life exists on the quantum edge. Winner, Stephen
Hawking Medal for Science Communication
Faith at the Edge Oct 31 2019 Call it existential doubt. Call it ?the dark night of the soul.? However you term it, God-doubting is a spiritual
phenomenon endemic to the Christian experience, suffered by saints from Mother Theresa, St. John of the Cross, and Therese of Lisieux to lesserknown Christians throughout history. In fact, there may be something of this God-doubting in nearly all of us. / Faith at the Edge is for those
doubters, believers struggling with their faith within the Christian tradition, not for the skeptics and seekers who lie outside it. It is for those who
experience uncertainty about faiths to which they have been committed, but who now wonder whether it?s true. This doubt is very personal and
deeply disturbing, exemplified when God seems remote, when he is experientially absent, when his very existence seems uncertain, when everything
one believes as a Christian is called into serious question. / Robert Wennberg here explores the important questions of existential doubt. What
causes our sense of divine absence? Are we at fault, or is there some other explanation for our uncertainty? Why does God allow this to happen?
How should we respond? Wennberg answers these and other provocative questions both through personal illustrations and through the wisdom
and insight of such figures as Blaise Pascal, G. K. Chesterton, Simone Weil, C. S. Lewis, and Martin Marty. He lays out a credible theological
account of what happens during doubt. He further helps us understand how we can cope with these dark episodes and how we can not only stand
against them, but even profit from them spiritually.
On the Edge Feb 02 2020 Richard Sullivan has a problem. His average American family is on the edge of ruin and they don't even realize it. The
Sullivans are struggling through everyday life with a dark power over them so strong that they cannot find their way--a power that is filling their
minds with voices of greed, hate, pride and temptation. And now the very fabric of their lives is unraveling before their eyes. If only they would
listen a little harder to the other voice trying to get through to tem--the voice of hope, forgiveness and love--before it's too late.
Fishing on the Edge Jul 29 2019 With his colorful tattoos and booming hip-hop sound track, Mike Iaconelli has turned the world of big-money
competitive bass fishing upside down. In Fishing on the Edge, Iaconelli tells his own story–and it’s a whopper: a Philly-born, Jersey-bred Yankee
who’s been stealing the spotlight from bass fishing’s traditionally all-Southern anglers, attracting fans and dominating one of the fastest-growing
sports in America. How did Mike Iaconelli, a college-educated kid from New Jersey, come blasting into a sport dominated by old-school stars like
Gary Klein, Kevin VanDam, and Denny Brauer? How did Mike, aka “Ike,” take a secret childhood passion and turn it into a profession, earning
million-dollar sponsorships and a storm of media attention, ranging from ESPN’s SportsCenter to profiles in The New York Times and Esquire?
While Mike has attracted both fans and foes on the tour, his success speaks for itself, especially his victory at the 2003 CITGO Bassmaster Classic,
the Super Bowl of competitive fishing. Forty-four million Americans fish, but no one does it quite like Mike Iaconelli. In Fishing on the Edge, he lets
you in on the secrets to his extraordinary success–how he developed his “power” fishing style, how he attacks the water, positions the boat, and
perseveres through those days when the bass just aren’t biting. With sidebar tips that can be used by any fisherman–from using spinner baits to
picking out the right rod to his no-fail “secret weapons”–this is an intensive, informative, and often raucous journey through the life of a brash
young man destined to do for fishing what Tony Hawk did for the X Games: take the sport to a whole new level. At the same time, it’s the
compelling first-person story of a man who prepared carefully every step of the way, kept notes on every fish he ever caught, and executed the
perfect plan to get to the top. A tale of passion, competition, and extreme personality, Fishing on the Edge is a book for anyone who loves the sport

of fishing, wants to turn a hobby into a career, or is simply fascinated by a man’s unstoppable drive to succeed.
The Grange Complex Collection Books 1-3 Dec 26 2021 Welcome to the Grange Complex where your deepest desires always come true! Three
Unlimited Alphas—Three gorgeous Scottish men that will leave you breathless—each one sexier than the other. A womaniser Dexter has his eye on a
new tenant Sasha and with the talent, of melting women’s panties off at a glance, he thinks he can have her too. Well, he couldn’t be more wrong.
Sasha would rather eat dirt than sleep with him. Edinburgh socialite Ellie attends a mixer party, hoping that a one-night stand with a stranger
might help her forget the past. And then a chance encounter with her new neighbours reveals that the man that she spent the night with lives two
doors away from her… with another woman. When a hardworking pole dancer Gina Martinez is introduced to Harry Erskine sparks starts flying.
The man is pure sex-on-a-stick; a professional boxer, a hot blooded Scott and ex-military. Harry also carries a few secrets of his own
On the Edge Dec 02 2019 Step into a whole new world in the first Novel of the Edge from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Kate
Daniels series. The Edge lies between worlds, on the border between the Broken, where people shop at Wal-Mart and magic is a fairy tale—and the
Weird, where blueblood aristocrats rule, changelings roam, and the strength of your magic can change your destiny... Rose Drayton thought if she
practiced her magic, she could build a better life for herself. But things didn’t turn out the way she’d planned, and now she works an off-the-books
job in the Broken just to survive. Then Declan Camarine, a blueblood noble straight out of the deepest part of the Weird, comes into her life,
determined to have Rose (and her power). But when a flood of creatures hungry for magic invade the Edge, Declan and Rose must overcome their
differences and work together to destroy them—or the beasts will devour the Edge and everyone in it...
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